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after the death of his family in a battle, spotty, a young tarbosaurus, sets off on a journey to find his son. he encounters many obstacles, and is forced to rely on his wits to overcome them. spotty tries to be a good father to his son and to his partner blue eyes, but when his son is kidnapped, he sets off on a quest to find him. the animation is beautiful, and the film is well directed. download speckles the tarbosaurus (2012) speckles, a ferocious tarbosaurus and his young son junior, mourning the loss of their family in an epic battle, roam the lands in search of food, adventure and peace. under the watchful eye of his dad, junior is growing up healthy and
strong, but with an overconfidence thanks to his young age. after one encounter results in junior being kidnapped, speckles embarks on an adventure to the ends of earth to find his son. encountering friend and foe, ally and enemy, speckles will stop at nothing and will take on all corners to save his offspring. the cunning one-eye, an older tyrannosaurus rex looking for a new home, attacks speckles's herd one day and, smelling sure victory, viciously tears speckles's family away from him. now on his own, speckles meets up with another lonely, lost tarbosaurus. blue eyes becomes his constant companion for two decades and the mother of his own

children. but fate is fickle and speckles's troubles with one-eye are not over. revenge, death, fear, and sadness are all in speckles's future - as are happiness and hope. 70 million years ago dinosaurs ruled the korean peninsula the same way they ruled the rest of the earth. at that time the part of the land which is now known as jeonnam yeosu was the forest habitat of numerous dinosaur species: tarbosaurus. the youngest of a family of tarbosor, spotty is a curious and playful child. along with his mother and siblings, he lives happily in the forest, patiently waiting to learn to hunt. when that day comes, it marks the beginning of a long and painful journey
into adulthood for spotty. the cunning one-eye, an old tyrannosaurus looking for a new home, one day attacks spottys mob and, smelling sure victory, viciously tears spottys family away from him. now on his own, he meets up with another lonely, lost tarbosaur. blue eyes became her constant companion and mother of her own children for two decades. but fate is fickle and spottys troubles with one-eye are not over, and revenge, death, fear and sadness are all in spottys future as is happiness and hope.
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